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- BERGAMO -

BEGAN the editorial countdown calendar, 

the final of the competition "Young Ideas", 

which also que- st'annoha coinvoltodecine 

Istituti of Italian and European tuti, with a 

moment of exchange between the 

scientific Liceo Mascheroni and the 

Hungarian High School Kaposvar. Of the 

24 proposals, the jury considered it 

appropriate and in line with the parame- 

ters of the initial project, on originality, 

quality, and effectiveness topic aderen- za 

co municativa, 14 were realizza- you from 

Italian schools (six bergama- sche) and 

10 institutes from Euro-pei; all 24 have 

won

Hungary's final, which on 27 and 28 April, 

will bring students to Kaposvar in 

Hungary. After dividuazione in- the 

subject to be treated, the students have 

developed using new technologies mind 

of audiovisual parameters, webbased, 

writing and performa- tive. "INITIATIVE 

aims to make re- flex our students and 

those from all over Europe on the topic of 

environmental SO-tainability, green and 

flourishing economy and it riqualificazio- 

the development nostromodello

- says the president of the Pro- vince, 

Matthew Rossi -: it is

a challenge that new genera- tions are 

called to face in- contrandosi, discussing 

and developing ideas and thoughts. " 

Therefore, an initiative to Bergen gamo 

bring the largest number of students 

Bergamo, around Europe and the largest 

number of European students, in Bergamo. 

"Born two years ago as a con- course 

Italian, Young ideas gained more and more 

the European scene- rio - dichiaraGigi 

Corset- you, teaching assistant and the 

progettua- and the down- ria coordinator -. 

From September there were received nute 

53 entries, 44 of which con- clusesi with the 

realization of pro- jets, made from 31 

schools, including 20 Italian, daNorda 

South, passing through between 

Lombardy, Friuli, To- Scana, Puglia , 

Basilicata and Sicily, and 11 European high 

schools, of Poland, Un- Hungary, Romania, 

Latvia, Alba- nia and Ukraine. " 

FrancescaMagni
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PROJECT Gigi 

Corsetti teaching 

and project 

assistant and 

coordinator of the 

jury that will 

decide the winner 

The initiative was 

born in Italy has 

been a great 

success abroad

(De Pascale)

"Young Ideas" conquers Europe

At the final stage of the competition even six high schools Bergamo

DALTERRITORIO

- BERGAMO -

DICORSAper autism. Dome- nica 

everyone in the street march in blue: 

with an entry fee of only five euro, each 

participate will receive pante 

unamaglietta, sym- bol of the day.

"No need to be athletes - says Maria 

Carolina Marchesi, Asses- sore to 

youth policy - everyone can participate 

in the cammi- born as active 

participants and ambassadors of a VI- 

ta project, which aims abbatti- the chin 

of the wall of the silence which, 

unfortunately, still raises barri- kings 

between the disease and our Societas 

ty; withthis purpose, each participating 

pante is called to build a relationship 

with the territory, by supporting families 

during Mon ~ go and difficult diagnostic 

process. " THEREFORE, in a 

perspective of social inclusion, in the 

forefront in giving guided walking 

uncompetitive goes, starting at 9:30 am 

on the Sensor TierOne of Bergamo, 

will be pro- initiative engines, the 

cooperation tive Serena and the City of 

Bergamasca mo together with Autism 

and Senz'acca Space,

FrancescaMagni

BERGAMO

Marcia blue So 

you know autism

- TREVIGLIO -

VERY STRONG The concerns of family members of 

Mrs. Maria Pisoni married Facchetti, who lives in 

Treviglio, not offering more news of him since 

Easter afternoon, while he was at Over the Hill, in 

Valle Brem- bana. The woman, 70, formerly of two-, 

had gone with her husband to the second house, 

where they already trO- vava daughter. Out for a 

ride, he was sighted to the STA-ta na 14.30nella zo- 

delleVipere Madonna of the church. Then, from 

quelmomen- to, no more news. Search operations - 

by mountain rescue, police, firefighters, civil 

protection, in a very organized manner - had been 

held for a week patrolling the northern three areas 

Öl- Colle, beating even inaccessible areas, 

unfortunately without success . THE prefecture had 

subsequently informed, in accordance with the 

unsuccessful corritori, the suspension of re- quests, 

although the provincial plan for the detection of 

persons disap- parse remains active. Family 

members meanwhile continue to hope for the 

discovery of the joint. The figliaMarziaha sub- 

tolineato "ilmeticoloso and ineccepi- bile lavorodelle 

of soccor- teams know," thanking all re soccorrito- 

for "the great effort they put into it." The lady, when 

she left the house, wearing a white sweater with 

long zipper, unpaio of panta- blacks loni, patent 

leather shoes to French and wore a bag amaranth. 

The figliaMarziaha sub- tolineato "ilmeticoloso and 

ineccepi- bile lavorodelle of soccor- teams know," 

thanking all re soccorrito- for "the great effort they 

put into it." The lady, when she left the house, 

wearing a white sweater with long zipper, unpaio of 

panta- blacks loni, patent leather shoes to French 

and wore a bag amaranth. The figliaMarziaha sub- 

tolineato "ilmeticoloso and ineccepi- bile lavorodelle 

of soccor- teams know," thanking all re soccorrito- 

for "the great effort they put into it." The lady, when 

she left the house, wearing a white sweater with 

long zipper, unpaio of panta- blacks loni, patent 

leather shoes to French and wore a bag amaranth.

Mighty Amanzio
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The disappearance 

DiMaria Pisoni 

Country anxious


